
VICTORY GARDENS
by Saralise Saindon

Trips to the grocery store have become
fraught with fears of coronavirus
exposure and shoppers worry that
industrial agriculture could fail them
during the pandemic. Just like World
War II, many are relying on their garden's
bounty to get them through this
uncertain time. The Victory Garden
movement began during World War I
and called on Americans to grow food in
whatever spaces they could - rooftops,
fire escapes, empty lots, backyards. It
maintained that there was nothing more
valuable than self-sufficiency, 
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working a little land , no matter how small and harvesting your
own vegetables . Victory Gardens , also called war gardens or food
gardens for defense , were vegetable , fruit and herb gardens
planted at private residences and public parks in the United
States , United Kingdom , Canada , Australia and Germany during
World War I and World War II . In the war time , governments
encouraged people to plant victory gardens , not only to
supplement their rations , but also to boost morale . George
Washington Carver wrote an agricultural tract and promoted the
idea of what he called a "Victory Garden .” They were used along
with Rationing Stamps and Cards to reduce pressure on the
public food supply . Beside indirectly aiding the war effort , these
gardens were also considered a civil "morale booster" in that
gardeners could feel empowered by their contribution of labor
and rewarded by the produce grown . This made victory gardens
a part of daily life on the home front , just as we are seeing the
resurgence today . So keep calm and garden on !
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Resource Coordinators Corner

LOOKING GOOD...
My face in the mirror isn’t wrinkled or drawn
My house isn’t dirty
The cobwebs are gone
My garden looks lovely and so does my lawn
I think I might never put my glasses back on!
August 21 is World Senior Citizen's Day and it

dates back to 1988 when it was officially

founded by the former President of the United

States of America, Ronald Reagan. The main

purpose of World Senior Citizen's Day is to raise

awareness for their quality of life and to support

them throughout their aging process. We also

want to show appreciation for their

accomplishments and participation in society.

We celebrate this day to acknowledge their

accomplishments and thank them for

everything they have done for others, for their

communities and for society. 

World Senior Citizens' Day is a moment to

remind us all of our commitment to our older

adults everyday. We all have a special senior or

two in our lives, so raise a glass to the elders on

August 21 and toast to the golden years!

MEAL PROGRAMS UPDATE
As many of you already know, I have stepped

down as the cook for the meal program in St.

Eustache. As much as I miss you all, I had to

focus on my family and my job as coordinator. 

I am very pleased to announce that we have

hired Regina Vogt De Wiebe to fill the position!

She is a local out of St. Eustache who enjoys

cooking and gardening and spending time with

her family. If you're lucky you'll go on a night

when she incorporates one of the wonderful

dishes from her homeland in Paraguay.

She is such a good fit for our program that

we've asked her to do the Elie meals too (a few

times). Unfortunately she didn't have the time...

until now! And I am so happy to tell you that

she accepted the job in Elie too! Meals will start

back up at the Elie Manor August 10 (which is

also Regina's birthday!)  

Thank you all for your endless patience and for

supporting our programs throughout the year.

Saralise

Chairpersons Corner

Hello everyone! I hope that everyone is enjoying the
warm days, staying hydrated, and just enjoying the
summer. July has just flown by and August is upon us.
As of July 4, 2020, I have lived in this community for
25 years. It has been a good 25 years with many
friendships made along the way. As with most people,
the reason for us making the move to Elie was job
related. As with many companies, when cuts are
imminent, you have to bid a job. Elie was not where
we had anticipated relocating, however this is where
we landed. In 1995, we were told to expect another
relocation within 5 years, however when 5 years
came, we were fortunate that the job relocated to
Portage la prairie, and remained there until the
retirement of my spouse in 2012. So Elie is now
home, but 25 years does not make me an official Elie
resident for life. Upon the death of a resident, I hear
people say, “But they weren’t from here” , so I guess
unless you have lived here your entire life from birth
until death, that tag holds true. I am finding out that
even after 25 years, I am still discovering connections
among people of the town and area. With that being
said, I would like to arrange a walk to the Elie
cemetery. This would just be a leisurely stroll, with
anyone who is interested, invited to take part. We
would go one morning in August, and I am hopeful
that someone could add some commentary for those
of us who are not originally from this area. If you are
interested in participating, please contact Saralise or
sign up at the manor. We will contact you when it is
happening. Well, what a season for saskatoons! They
were big, beautiful berries with the crop being so lush
and plentiful. I cannot ever remember the wild crop
being so bountiful. The picking was quick and easy,
and much of our picking went into jam and frozen for
pies. I hope that people were able to enjoy this
delicacy of the season. As most of you probably
know, we haven't had a cook for the Elie meal
program for some time now. We have been
advertising since May, with few applications, and
none that are suitable. So… the board has made the
decision to change the meal from supper to a lunch,
with the hope that someone may find these work
hours more attractive. We are sorry that this has to
happen, but we cannot hire a cook unless we have
applications. We are hopeful that a daytime job may
appeal to someone as opposed to working an
evening until 7. In St Eustache, take- out meals
continue on Wednesdays, and must be picked up, or
delivery arranged. This opens the option for Elie
residents to order a meal if wanted. The cost is $8.
Contact Saralise to order.Have a good month!

Regards,
Linda



Sent in by Mona Desilets

A window into Alzheimer's, Still Alice is a 2007 novel by Lisa Genova. 
The novel is about a woman who suffers early-onset Alzheimer's disease. Alice Howland,
a successful middle aged woman. She is married to an equally successful husband, and

they have three grown children. The disease takes hold swiftly, and it changes Alice’s
world forever..

She is proud of the life she worked so hard to build. At fifty years old, she’s a cognitive
psychology professor at Harvard and a world-renowned expert in linguistics with a

successful husband and three grown children. When she becomes increasingly
disoriented and forgetful, a tragic diagnosis changes her life—and her relationship with
her family and the world—forever. As she struggles to cope with Alzheimer’s, she learns

that her worth is comprised of far more than her ability to remember.
The book uses the third person style and presents the story through Alice's point of

view, and the thoughts of other characters are not stated. Alexis Gordon of
the University of Toronto Medical Journal wrote that Still Alice uses a "plain,

unornamented, and sometimes even clinical style, which belies the strong emotions the
book brings forth.

Lisianthus (Eustoma  grandiflorum),  a warm-zone
perennial flower often grown as an annual, has
gained a somewhat unfair reputation of being
finicky and difficult to grow. In reality, if you learn
the needs of the lisianthus and attend to them, you
will be able to successfully grow a flower that is in
great demand. Lisianthus will grow in all zones as
an  annual plant, but you can expect better
performance in areas with mild summers. While you
can grow lisianthus from seed, they aren’t for
beginners since they take a very long time to
mature into blooming-sized plants unless cultivated
under strictly maintained greenhouse conditions.
Your best bet is to buy plants with buds or flowers
already emerging, as even greenhouse growers can
sometimes err and produce plants that favor foliage
over flowers..
Find out more at www.thespruce.com

Readers Corner

Book recommendation - Sent in by Janet Girard

Manitoba flower of the month - The Lisianthus

Contact Debbie
Forgie 

for your cards
today!

(or call the office
for more info)



The Cartier Seniors are looking for a volunteers! 
If you know someone who could be a candidate please pass

on the information or call 204-353-2470! 



Countryside Cookery
August Menu

August 9
Bacon Cheeseburger Pie with Harvest Salad

&
Butter Chicken with Basmati Rice, naan bread &

Citrus Cucumber salad

August 16
Chicken & Chorizo Pie with Harvest Salad

&
Salisbury Steak with Grilled Onions, Gravy, Mashed

Potatoes & Veggies

August 23
Guinness & Beef Pie with Mashed & Gravy

&
Baba's Kitchen: Perogies, Farmer Sausage, grilled
onions & Sour Cream with a side of pickled beets

**A message from the owners, Saralise & Darden**
"Thank you to all of our loyal customers for your continued support.

We started this program to help members of the communty access a
home cooked meal when we lost our meal programs and we're

happy to say we've served over 300 meals to Cartier & surrounding
areas. Our pies are going into stores soon and we will continue

delivering meals into harvest season on the weekends.

How to Practice Mindfulness 
Daily Mindfulness is the practice of constantly observing,
reflecting on, and directing your thoughts. Being mindful
means intentionally overriding your automatic thoughts
with thoughts of positivity and love. Mindfulness allows

you to take responsibility for your experience of life, to be
aware of how you affect others, and to use your time and

energy to become the best version of yourself. Being
mindful means slowing down to think before you speak.
It means taking a moment to ask yourself why you are

feeling something and how you should respond. It allows
you to be less reacitve, anxious and defensive

 so that you can live more compassionately. Because
our culture trains us to prioritize thinking and talking

quickly and efficiently, most people struggle with
mindfulness. But it allows you to see how your

thoughts become the energy that creates your life.
When you become aware of your thoughts and
typical thought patterns, only then do you hold
power over them. Being mindful allows you to

develop self-love and self-respect, to move beyond
judgement to compassion, understanding, and

empathy. Mindfulness allows you to see windows
where others see walls.

The next 
foot care clinic

is on
September 15.
Call the office
soon to book

your
appointment!


